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Tanisha Millan (CAS’13) (center), Gillis (right), and Louie beside an urban garden.

Stepping out of DSNI into the bright afternoon sun, Louie leads the BU group on a

tour along Dudley Street, where her history of local landmarks could be heard over

music blaring from passing cars. She pauses in front of the closed Emerson School,

a failing elementary school that will be reborn this fall as the Dudley Street

Neighborhood Charter School. The playground fronting the school, she proudly

notes, was completely built by volunteers from the community.

Doubling back along Dudley Street, Louie points to a distant greenhouse (the only

building the DSNI technically owns) operated by the Food Project. The fresh,

organic produce grown there is harvested and sold at a nearby farmers market.

The group continues walking south past a vacant lot with a sign reading: “Boston

Inspectional Services: Clean It or Lien It.” Several such signs are scattered around

the neighborhood as a warning to negligent property owners who fail to pay taxes

that the city could take over their land.

Further down the road they pass a handful of attractive affordable apartment

buildings, all built under DSNI’s direction. Louie points to Mary Hannon Park, a

previously sketchy public space now outfitted with a playground and baseball

diamond. It’s also the site of DSNI’s annual Multicultural Festival. Students pass

mothers pushing strollers and turn into the new Kroc Salvation Army Community

Center, complete with an aquatics area, gym, and sound studio for up-and-coming

musicians. Back outside, an ice cream truck moves nonchalantly up Dudley Street.

Louie turns up a side street to stop by Dennis Street Park, a brilliantly painted

playground and vast open space that’s surrounded by affordable homes and

cooperatives. Before DSNI was formed, she says, the area was littered with burned

down homes and garbage.

The group then treks past a vast, lush Food Project garden. A sidewalk memorial

for one of the neighborhood’s fallen youth stands along one side. Candles perch on

the cement and plastic-wrapped stuffed animals and faded pictures of the young

man are affixed to a light pole. There, no one asks any questions.

Louie says practically everyone in Roxbury and Dorchester knows someone who

has been killed, and many have become numb to the violence.

Crime “generally results from other things not existing,” she says, referring to the

neighborhood’s lack of recreational opportunities. “We’re trying to establish a

culture where all the kids are our kids.”

Watch the trailer for Holding Ground the first documentary on the Dudley Street

Neighborhood Initiative, and the latest, to be released this fall, called Gaining
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